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Outline
•What we do: R-matrix evaluation
•Evaluations
•Data generation/dissemination

•Cross section evaluation working group (CSEWG)
− Public Reusable (PuRe) research data

•Nuclear Data Interagency Working Group
− SBEND Project

•Office of Science & Technology Programs (OSTP)
− Nuclear Data for Fusion Roundtable (May 2023 meeting; Bahran’s talk this AM)
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Evaluation pipeline
How we do an R-matrix evaluation 

CODE implementation
1.EDAf90 code handles all types of data [EXFOR/CSISRS; publications; priv. comm.]
− total, integrated, diff’l, unpolarized, polarized; photon, neutron- and CP-induced: (𝛾,X), (n,X), (p,X), (d,X), 

(t,X),...
2.EDAf90 handles all the compound system (here: 10Be) data simultaneously
3. Optimization over parameters simultaneously fits all the data with the same parameters
4.EDAf90 à ENDF-6 formatted ENDF/B libraries for processing to CE & MG libraries
5. Testing & evaluation by hand; future: automate

Observation
 Single experiment 

observations 
 of yield 

 Unpolarized:  
 Polarization: 

 
e.g. , 

Compilation 
 Combination of single-

experiment differential data
(EXFOR/CSISRS) 

 Compound-system data
deck 

e.g.: 

 
RULE: Include all data

Evaluation 
 Determination of initial

parameters ( ) from
known/guessed resonance
structure (ENSDF, TUNL-

NDEP) 
 Optimization of 

Reaction Data
 Energy, angle, energy-angle
dependent data formatting 
 Formats: ENDF-6, GNDS,

etc.

Structure & Decay Data 
 Resonance properties: 

 
 Formats: RIPL, ENSDF, ANR
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Evaluation of nuclear data
What, why, how, when?

Applications (i.e., codes) need information that’s:
− Accurate (consistent with observed data)
− Precise (uncertainties quantified)
− Comprehensive (energies, data types)
− Compact
− Format agnostic
− Smooth (differentiable)

We need to put these:

angular distributions on the thick target plateau of the Eα ¼
1.05 MeV resonance [35] and angular distributions of
7Liðp; nÞ7Be reaction [36,37]. These corrections proved
to be the most significant source of systematic uncertainty
as summarized in Table I.
The main framework used for interpreting 13Cþ α and

16Oþ n data over the resolved resonance region has been
the R matrix [39,40]. A comprehensive analysis has been
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory group
for the ENDF=B evaluations [11,12] using the energy
dependant analysis (EDA) code [41] and several other
R-matrix studies have also been published [16,42–44].
The R-matrix parameters from the EDA fit were transformed
into the Brune parametrization [45] and used as initial fit
parameters for the AZURE2 [46,47] analysis described here.
These parameter conversions have been tested previously in
Thompson et al. [48].
Up to ≈2.6 MeV, the EDA parameters give a good

reproduction of the present measurements owing to the
previous measurements of Walton et al. [35], but at higher
energies, the agreement worsens considerably because of
the much more limited amount of data [49–51]. The recent
measurements of Prusachenko et al. [52] provide 36
additional angular distributions, which have not yet been
incorporated into the ENDF=B evaluation. The level of
agreement between the present data and the EDA calculation
is demonstrated by a comparison of the 0° cross section
and two representative angular distributions in Fig. 2. The
discrepancies highlight the improvement the present data
can have on future evaluations.
In Febbraro et al. [9], it was confirmed that above

≈5 MeV the transitions to the excited states in 16O quickly
become significant contributors to the total reaction cross
section. The present data give an improved mapping
of the high energy 13Cðα; n0Þ16O cross section up to
6.5 MeV. A Legendre fit was used to integrate the differ-
ential data to compare with the reaction cross section data
of Brandenburg et al. [53] as shown in Fig. 3. The
Brandenburg et al. [53] measurements should be more
accurate than previous measurements as the efficiency of
the detector was designed to minimize its sensitivity to
neutron energy and angular distribution. Over the region
where only the ground state transition is energetically
accessible, the present data are ≈15% higher than those

of Brandenburg et al. [53], 10% higher than those of
Febbraro et al. [9], and ≈15% lower than those of
Prusachenko et al. [52], in good agreement when these
systematic uncertainties are considered. The data of
Prusachenko et al. [52] do show some differences in their
energy dependence, but this is likely due to energy
resolution effects resulting from their thicker target.
Recently, measurements have been extended to lower

energies [54,55], now directly overlapping a portion of the
Gamow window for helium burning temperatures. Even so,
an extrapolation of the cross section is still required to cover
the full range of astrophysical interest. Using the R matrix,
the uncertainty can be more fully characterized as
the framework provides the means for combining direct
measurements with asymptotic normalization coefficients

TABLE I. Summary of systematic uncertainty estimates for the
present measurements of the 13Cðα; nÞ16O cross section.

Systematic uncertainty contribution %

Charge collection 3
Stopping power [38] 5
Intrinsic efficiency 5
MCNP/Geometric efficiency 10

Total 13
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the present measurements with those
of Refs. [35,49–52] and the R-matrix cross section from the
ENDF/B VIII.0 evaluation [12] at θlab ¼ 0° and two example
angular distributions from this work.
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FIG. 3. Comparison of the present 13Cðα; n0Þ16O data and that
of Refs. [9,52] to the 13Cðα; nÞ16O data of Brandenburg et al. [53].
The data above Eα ≈ 5 MeV indicate strong contributions from
excited state transitions.
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Evaluation of nuclear data
What, why, how, when?

Applications (i.e., codes) need information that’s:
− Accurate (consistent with observed data)
− Precise (uncertainties quantified)
− Comprehensive (energies, data types)
− Compact
− Format agnostic
− Smooth (differentiable)

We need to put these:

MEASUREMENT OF THE CROSS SECTION OF … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 108, 014603 (2023)

FIG. 8. The present n-γ and γ -only cross section results are shown as the black and cyan data points, respectively, for the entire measured
energy range in panel (a), and from 4.80 to 6.50 MeV in panel (b), 6.5 to 8.25 MeV in panel (c), 8.25 to 12.0 MeV in panel (d), and 12.0 to
16.5 MeV in panel (e). The ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation is shown as the black, solid line with the gray shaded region representing the evaluation
uncertainties, and literature data are described in the legend, along with the type of measurement (either γ or n for literature data). The
preliminary data from Negret et al. [3,44] are shown here as the open, brown triangles in Fig. 8(b).
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angular distributions on the thick target plateau of the Eα ¼
1.05 MeV resonance [35] and angular distributions of
7Liðp; nÞ7Be reaction [36,37]. These corrections proved
to be the most significant source of systematic uncertainty
as summarized in Table I.
The main framework used for interpreting 13Cþ α and

16Oþ n data over the resolved resonance region has been
the R matrix [39,40]. A comprehensive analysis has been
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory group
for the ENDF=B evaluations [11,12] using the energy
dependant analysis (EDA) code [41] and several other
R-matrix studies have also been published [16,42–44].
The R-matrix parameters from the EDA fit were transformed
into the Brune parametrization [45] and used as initial fit
parameters for the AZURE2 [46,47] analysis described here.
These parameter conversions have been tested previously in
Thompson et al. [48].
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previous measurements of Walton et al. [35], but at higher
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agreement between the present data and the EDA calculation
is demonstrated by a comparison of the 0° cross section
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discrepancies highlight the improvement the present data
can have on future evaluations.
In Febbraro et al. [9], it was confirmed that above

≈5 MeV the transitions to the excited states in 16O quickly
become significant contributors to the total reaction cross
section. The present data give an improved mapping
of the high energy 13Cðα; n0Þ16O cross section up to
6.5 MeV. A Legendre fit was used to integrate the differ-
ential data to compare with the reaction cross section data
of Brandenburg et al. [53] as shown in Fig. 3. The
Brandenburg et al. [53] measurements should be more
accurate than previous measurements as the efficiency of
the detector was designed to minimize its sensitivity to
neutron energy and angular distribution. Over the region
where only the ground state transition is energetically
accessible, the present data are ≈15% higher than those

of Brandenburg et al. [53], 10% higher than those of
Febbraro et al. [9], and ≈15% lower than those of
Prusachenko et al. [52], in good agreement when these
systematic uncertainties are considered. The data of
Prusachenko et al. [52] do show some differences in their
energy dependence, but this is likely due to energy
resolution effects resulting from their thicker target.
Recently, measurements have been extended to lower

energies [54,55], now directly overlapping a portion of the
Gamow window for helium burning temperatures. Even so,
an extrapolation of the cross section is still required to cover
the full range of astrophysical interest. Using the R matrix,
the uncertainty can be more fully characterized as
the framework provides the means for combining direct
measurements with asymptotic normalization coefficients
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Evaluation of nuclear data
What, why, how, when?

Applications (i.e., codes) need information that’s:
− Accurate (consistent with observed data)
− Precise (uncertainties quantified)
− Comprehensive (energies, data types)
− Compact
− Format agnostic
− Smooth (differentiable)

We need to put these:

MEASUREMENT OF THE CROSS SECTION OF … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 108, 014603 (2023)

FIG. 8. The present n-γ and γ -only cross section results are shown as the black and cyan data points, respectively, for the entire measured
energy range in panel (a), and from 4.80 to 6.50 MeV in panel (b), 6.5 to 8.25 MeV in panel (c), 8.25 to 12.0 MeV in panel (d), and 12.0 to
16.5 MeV in panel (e). The ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation is shown as the black, solid line with the gray shaded region representing the evaluation
uncertainties, and literature data are described in the legend, along with the type of measurement (either γ or n for literature data). The
preliminary data from Negret et al. [3,44] are shown here as the open, brown triangles in Fig. 8(b).
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angular distributions on the thick target plateau of the Eα ¼
1.05 MeV resonance [35] and angular distributions of
7Liðp; nÞ7Be reaction [36,37]. These corrections proved
to be the most significant source of systematic uncertainty
as summarized in Table I.
The main framework used for interpreting 13Cþ α and

16Oþ n data over the resolved resonance region has been
the R matrix [39,40]. A comprehensive analysis has been
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory group
for the ENDF=B evaluations [11,12] using the energy
dependant analysis (EDA) code [41] and several other
R-matrix studies have also been published [16,42–44].
The R-matrix parameters from the EDA fit were transformed
into the Brune parametrization [45] and used as initial fit
parameters for the AZURE2 [46,47] analysis described here.
These parameter conversions have been tested previously in
Thompson et al. [48].
Up to ≈2.6 MeV, the EDA parameters give a good

reproduction of the present measurements owing to the
previous measurements of Walton et al. [35], but at higher
energies, the agreement worsens considerably because of
the much more limited amount of data [49–51]. The recent
measurements of Prusachenko et al. [52] provide 36
additional angular distributions, which have not yet been
incorporated into the ENDF=B evaluation. The level of
agreement between the present data and the EDA calculation
is demonstrated by a comparison of the 0° cross section
and two representative angular distributions in Fig. 2. The
discrepancies highlight the improvement the present data
can have on future evaluations.
In Febbraro et al. [9], it was confirmed that above

≈5 MeV the transitions to the excited states in 16O quickly
become significant contributors to the total reaction cross
section. The present data give an improved mapping
of the high energy 13Cðα; n0Þ16O cross section up to
6.5 MeV. A Legendre fit was used to integrate the differ-
ential data to compare with the reaction cross section data
of Brandenburg et al. [53] as shown in Fig. 3. The
Brandenburg et al. [53] measurements should be more
accurate than previous measurements as the efficiency of
the detector was designed to minimize its sensitivity to
neutron energy and angular distribution. Over the region
where only the ground state transition is energetically
accessible, the present data are ≈15% higher than those

of Brandenburg et al. [53], 10% higher than those of
Febbraro et al. [9], and ≈15% lower than those of
Prusachenko et al. [52], in good agreement when these
systematic uncertainties are considered. The data of
Prusachenko et al. [52] do show some differences in their
energy dependence, but this is likely due to energy
resolution effects resulting from their thicker target.
Recently, measurements have been extended to lower

energies [54,55], now directly overlapping a portion of the
Gamow window for helium burning temperatures. Even so,
an extrapolation of the cross section is still required to cover
the full range of astrophysical interest. Using the R matrix,
the uncertainty can be more fully characterized as
the framework provides the means for combining direct
measurements with asymptotic normalization coefficients
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which is computationally more intensive than that re-
quired for the standard, two-body R-matrix calculations
but necessary to ensure that the constraint of three-body

unitarity is observed. The parameters of R(�,j)

L̄,s`s0`0
(E)

are determined in the standard, two-body R-matrix ap-
proach of Ref.[4], by using the stable two-body and
quasi-two-body channels. In the current example of the
3H(t, 2n)4He reaction, corresponding to the 6He system,
the stable two-body partition in our current evaluation[9]
is tt while the quasi-two-body channels are (nn)4He and
n5He. We consider the details of this evaluation in the
next section.

III. A = 6 SYSTEM

We apply a simplified approach of the methods de-
scribed in the previous section to the A = 6 isobaric
triplet 6He, 6Li, 6Be. The present results are updates of
previous evaluations that incorporate a least-squares fit
approach to the simplified version of the aforementioned
more complete theoretical approach. The 6He system
has been studied, the neutron (n) spectra particularly,
in Ref.[10] and more recently[2, 11, 12]. Spectra have
also been analyzed using simpler versions of the present
methods for the 6Li and 6Be [13]. The objective of the
present section is to give a concrete instance of the the-
oretical description in the previous section and provide
some of the details of the analyses, including parameter
values for the Los Alamos National Laboratory spectrum
analysis code (spect[? ]), that have not been published
elsewhere. The spectrum data that has been analyzed
in this section has been obtained from accelerator and
thermonuclear reaction sources.

A. Neutron and ↵ spectra for
6He

An R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 6He system
presently includes only t+t di↵erential elastic scattering
cross sections and integrated reaction cross sections at
triton energies below 2 MeV. Only S- waves are allowed,
and the three-body (n,n,a) rmal state is approximated as
an n+SHe channel. The calculated integrated reaction
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FIG. 1. Neutron spectrum (as a function of the outgoing
neutron energy in the center of mass frame, En,cm compo-
nents and total compared to the observed data (labeled Wong
(1965)[14]) for incident triton (laboratory) energy Et,lab = 0.5
MeV. The components include contributions to the ampli-
tudes corresponding to three arrangements: the lowest lying
resonance of the 5He system, n + 5He( 32

�
) (red curve), the

next higher in energy resonance n + 5He( 12
�
) (green curve),

and the di-neutron (nn) contribution (blue curve) (nn)+4He.

FIG. 2. The ↵-particle spectrum (as a function of the
outgoing ↵ energy in the center of mass frame, E

cross section is in good agreement with the measurement
of Serov, 6 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
The recently updated spectrum analysis code, spect-

fit performs a least-squares fit at a given incident en-
ergy (here Et) for the quantities RL̄ of Eq. (29) permits

a single-level description of the amplitudes c(i)
�

IV. CONCLUSION
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Evaluation of nuclear data
What, why, how, when?

Applications (i.e., codes) need information that’s:
− Accurate (consistent with observed data)
− Precise (uncertainties quantified)
− Comprehensive (energies, data types)
− Format agnostic
− Smooth (differentiable)
− Compact format

We need to put these:
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FIG. 8. The present n-γ and γ -only cross section results are shown as the black and cyan data points, respectively, for the entire measured
energy range in panel (a), and from 4.80 to 6.50 MeV in panel (b), 6.5 to 8.25 MeV in panel (c), 8.25 to 12.0 MeV in panel (d), and 12.0 to
16.5 MeV in panel (e). The ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation is shown as the black, solid line with the gray shaded region representing the evaluation
uncertainties, and literature data are described in the legend, along with the type of measurement (either γ or n for literature data). The
preliminary data from Negret et al. [3,44] are shown here as the open, brown triangles in Fig. 8(b).
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angular distributions on the thick target plateau of the Eα ¼
1.05 MeV resonance [35] and angular distributions of
7Liðp; nÞ7Be reaction [36,37]. These corrections proved
to be the most significant source of systematic uncertainty
as summarized in Table I.
The main framework used for interpreting 13Cþ α and

16Oþ n data over the resolved resonance region has been
the R matrix [39,40]. A comprehensive analysis has been
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory group
for the ENDF=B evaluations [11,12] using the energy
dependant analysis (EDA) code [41] and several other
R-matrix studies have also been published [16,42–44].
The R-matrix parameters from the EDA fit were transformed
into the Brune parametrization [45] and used as initial fit
parameters for the AZURE2 [46,47] analysis described here.
These parameter conversions have been tested previously in
Thompson et al. [48].
Up to ≈2.6 MeV, the EDA parameters give a good

reproduction of the present measurements owing to the
previous measurements of Walton et al. [35], but at higher
energies, the agreement worsens considerably because of
the much more limited amount of data [49–51]. The recent
measurements of Prusachenko et al. [52] provide 36
additional angular distributions, which have not yet been
incorporated into the ENDF=B evaluation. The level of
agreement between the present data and the EDA calculation
is demonstrated by a comparison of the 0° cross section
and two representative angular distributions in Fig. 2. The
discrepancies highlight the improvement the present data
can have on future evaluations.
In Febbraro et al. [9], it was confirmed that above

≈5 MeV the transitions to the excited states in 16O quickly
become significant contributors to the total reaction cross
section. The present data give an improved mapping
of the high energy 13Cðα; n0Þ16O cross section up to
6.5 MeV. A Legendre fit was used to integrate the differ-
ential data to compare with the reaction cross section data
of Brandenburg et al. [53] as shown in Fig. 3. The
Brandenburg et al. [53] measurements should be more
accurate than previous measurements as the efficiency of
the detector was designed to minimize its sensitivity to
neutron energy and angular distribution. Over the region
where only the ground state transition is energetically
accessible, the present data are ≈15% higher than those

of Brandenburg et al. [53], 10% higher than those of
Febbraro et al. [9], and ≈15% lower than those of
Prusachenko et al. [52], in good agreement when these
systematic uncertainties are considered. The data of
Prusachenko et al. [52] do show some differences in their
energy dependence, but this is likely due to energy
resolution effects resulting from their thicker target.
Recently, measurements have been extended to lower

energies [54,55], now directly overlapping a portion of the
Gamow window for helium burning temperatures. Even so,
an extrapolation of the cross section is still required to cover
the full range of astrophysical interest. Using the R matrix,
the uncertainty can be more fully characterized as
the framework provides the means for combining direct
measurements with asymptotic normalization coefficients
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of Refs. [35,49–52] and the R-matrix cross section from the
ENDF/B VIII.0 evaluation [12] at θlab ¼ 0° and two example
angular distributions from this work.
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which is computationally more intensive than that re-
quired for the standard, two-body R-matrix calculations
but necessary to ensure that the constraint of three-body

unitarity is observed. The parameters of R(�,j)

L̄,s`s0`0
(E)

are determined in the standard, two-body R-matrix ap-
proach of Ref.[4], by using the stable two-body and
quasi-two-body channels. In the current example of the
3H(t, 2n)4He reaction, corresponding to the 6He system,
the stable two-body partition in our current evaluation[9]
is tt while the quasi-two-body channels are (nn)4He and
n5He. We consider the details of this evaluation in the
next section.

III. A = 6 SYSTEM

We apply a simplified approach of the methods de-
scribed in the previous section to the A = 6 isobaric
triplet 6He, 6Li, 6Be. The present results are updates of
previous evaluations that incorporate a least-squares fit
approach to the simplified version of the aforementioned
more complete theoretical approach. The 6He system
has been studied, the neutron (n) spectra particularly,
in Ref.[10] and more recently[2, 11, 12]. Spectra have
also been analyzed using simpler versions of the present
methods for the 6Li and 6Be [13]. The objective of the
present section is to give a concrete instance of the the-
oretical description in the previous section and provide
some of the details of the analyses, including parameter
values for the Los Alamos National Laboratory spectrum
analysis code (spect[? ]), that have not been published
elsewhere. The spectrum data that has been analyzed
in this section has been obtained from accelerator and
thermonuclear reaction sources.

A. Neutron and ↵ spectra for
6He

An R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 6He system
presently includes only t+t di↵erential elastic scattering
cross sections and integrated reaction cross sections at
triton energies below 2 MeV. Only S- waves are allowed,
and the three-body (n,n,a) rmal state is approximated as
an n+SHe channel. The calculated integrated reaction
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cross section is in good agreement with the measurement
of Serov, 6 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
The recently updated spectrum analysis code, spect-

fit performs a least-squares fit at a given incident en-
ergy (here Et) for the quantities RL̄ of Eq. (29) permits

a single-level description of the amplitudes c(i)
�
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FIG. 3. DT fusion gamma ray spectrum as a function of incident deuteron energy, Ed, averaged over all angles. Figure 1a) on
left, shows the absolute di↵erential cross section. The large variations seen between Ed = 10 keV, 100 keV, and 1 MeV are
mainly due to the resonant nature of DT fusion cross section. Figure 1b) on the right, shows spectra normalized to unit area
to show the minor shape changes and shift in the ground-state peak energy.

deuteron energy. Note that this increase in the branching
ratio is outside the experimental uncertainty of the low-
energy measurement, 2.1± 0.4 [21], for Ed > 4.7 MeV.

The analysis Energy-Dependent Analysis (EDA) code
from which SPECT gets its resonance-parameter infor-
mation is a nuclear data evaluation code that does a
simultaneous fit of all reaction/scattering data in an R-
matrix framework [37]. The R-matrix formalism [41] pro-
vides a unified description of many reactions, ensures uni-
tarity (probability conservation), and produces a high-
fidelity chi-squared fit with covariances [42] The analysis
of reactions in the 5He system includes all available data
(cross sections and polarizations) on the 3H(d, n) and
3H(d, �) fusion reactions, as well as for d � t and n � ↵

elastic scattering. Both systematic and statistical errors
are taken into account, while (optionally) excluding data
points with chi-squared values greater than 10. Figure 4
shows the gamma ray-to-neutron ratio as a function of
incident deuteron energy with measured data [8] [20] [7]
[19] [5] [16] [15] [13] [18] [14] [17] plotted for comparison.
The gamma ray-to-neutron ratio includes both gamma
ray branching path ways (�0 and �1). Note that the
R-matrix calculation is extrapolated above 10 MeV, the
highest data point measured, and so has a higher level of
uncertainty.

III. ESTIMATED REACTION-IN-FLIGHT
SPECTRA

A 14.1 MeV DT fusion neutron has elastic scattering
cross sections of 0.92 barn for deuteron and for 0.62 for
triton. The number of energetically upscattered ’knock-
on’ deuterium and tritium particles, Q, in an 50/50 DT

FIG. 4. The DT gamma ray-to-neutron branching ratio as
a function of incident deuteron energy, Ed. Note that above
10 MeV the branching ratio is extrapolated and has a higher
level of uncertainty.

fuel mix can be estimated by: [43]

Q =
(⇢R)DT ⇤ Yn

5.4[ g
cm2 ]

(21)

where (⇢R)DT is the areal density of the DT fuel, mea-
sured with neutron time of flight diagnostics through the
downscattered neutron spectrum [44] and Yn is the total
number of DT fusions. For NIF implosions with fuel areal
densities ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 [ g

cm2 ], the knock-on deu-
terium and tritium are about 0.1 to 0.15 of the total DT
yield, spread over the birth knock-on spectra. A calcu-
lation of the birth spectra using Monte Carlo N Particle
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Evaluation of nuclear data
What, why, how, when?

Applications (i.e., codes) need information that’s:
− Accurate (consistent with observed data)
− Precise (uncertainties quantified)
− Comprehensive (energies, data types)
− Format agnostic
− Smooth (differentiable)
− Compact format

We need to put these:

MEASUREMENT OF THE CROSS SECTION OF … PHYSICAL REVIEW C 108, 014603 (2023)

FIG. 8. The present n-γ and γ -only cross section results are shown as the black and cyan data points, respectively, for the entire measured
energy range in panel (a), and from 4.80 to 6.50 MeV in panel (b), 6.5 to 8.25 MeV in panel (c), 8.25 to 12.0 MeV in panel (d), and 12.0 to
16.5 MeV in panel (e). The ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluation is shown as the black, solid line with the gray shaded region representing the evaluation
uncertainties, and literature data are described in the legend, along with the type of measurement (either γ or n for literature data). The
preliminary data from Negret et al. [3,44] are shown here as the open, brown triangles in Fig. 8(b).
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angular distributions on the thick target plateau of the Eα ¼
1.05 MeV resonance [35] and angular distributions of
7Liðp; nÞ7Be reaction [36,37]. These corrections proved
to be the most significant source of systematic uncertainty
as summarized in Table I.
The main framework used for interpreting 13Cþ α and

16Oþ n data over the resolved resonance region has been
the R matrix [39,40]. A comprehensive analysis has been
developed by the Los Alamos National Laboratory group
for the ENDF=B evaluations [11,12] using the energy
dependant analysis (EDA) code [41] and several other
R-matrix studies have also been published [16,42–44].
The R-matrix parameters from the EDA fit were transformed
into the Brune parametrization [45] and used as initial fit
parameters for the AZURE2 [46,47] analysis described here.
These parameter conversions have been tested previously in
Thompson et al. [48].
Up to ≈2.6 MeV, the EDA parameters give a good

reproduction of the present measurements owing to the
previous measurements of Walton et al. [35], but at higher
energies, the agreement worsens considerably because of
the much more limited amount of data [49–51]. The recent
measurements of Prusachenko et al. [52] provide 36
additional angular distributions, which have not yet been
incorporated into the ENDF=B evaluation. The level of
agreement between the present data and the EDA calculation
is demonstrated by a comparison of the 0° cross section
and two representative angular distributions in Fig. 2. The
discrepancies highlight the improvement the present data
can have on future evaluations.
In Febbraro et al. [9], it was confirmed that above

≈5 MeV the transitions to the excited states in 16O quickly
become significant contributors to the total reaction cross
section. The present data give an improved mapping
of the high energy 13Cðα; n0Þ16O cross section up to
6.5 MeV. A Legendre fit was used to integrate the differ-
ential data to compare with the reaction cross section data
of Brandenburg et al. [53] as shown in Fig. 3. The
Brandenburg et al. [53] measurements should be more
accurate than previous measurements as the efficiency of
the detector was designed to minimize its sensitivity to
neutron energy and angular distribution. Over the region
where only the ground state transition is energetically
accessible, the present data are ≈15% higher than those

of Brandenburg et al. [53], 10% higher than those of
Febbraro et al. [9], and ≈15% lower than those of
Prusachenko et al. [52], in good agreement when these
systematic uncertainties are considered. The data of
Prusachenko et al. [52] do show some differences in their
energy dependence, but this is likely due to energy
resolution effects resulting from their thicker target.
Recently, measurements have been extended to lower

energies [54,55], now directly overlapping a portion of the
Gamow window for helium burning temperatures. Even so,
an extrapolation of the cross section is still required to cover
the full range of astrophysical interest. Using the R matrix,
the uncertainty can be more fully characterized as
the framework provides the means for combining direct
measurements with asymptotic normalization coefficients

TABLE I. Summary of systematic uncertainty estimates for the
present measurements of the 13Cðα; nÞ16O cross section.

Systematic uncertainty contribution %

Charge collection 3
Stopping power [38] 5
Intrinsic efficiency 5
MCNP/Geometric efficiency 10

Total 13
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FIG. 2. Comparison of the present measurements with those
of Refs. [35,49–52] and the R-matrix cross section from the
ENDF/B VIII.0 evaluation [12] at θlab ¼ 0° and two example
angular distributions from this work.
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The data above Eα ≈ 5 MeV indicate strong contributions from
excited state transitions.
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which is computationally more intensive than that re-
quired for the standard, two-body R-matrix calculations
but necessary to ensure that the constraint of three-body

unitarity is observed. The parameters of R(�,j)

L̄,s`s0`0
(E)

are determined in the standard, two-body R-matrix ap-
proach of Ref.[4], by using the stable two-body and
quasi-two-body channels. In the current example of the
3H(t, 2n)4He reaction, corresponding to the 6He system,
the stable two-body partition in our current evaluation[9]
is tt while the quasi-two-body channels are (nn)4He and
n5He. We consider the details of this evaluation in the
next section.

III. A = 6 SYSTEM

We apply a simplified approach of the methods de-
scribed in the previous section to the A = 6 isobaric
triplet 6He, 6Li, 6Be. The present results are updates of
previous evaluations that incorporate a least-squares fit
approach to the simplified version of the aforementioned
more complete theoretical approach. The 6He system
has been studied, the neutron (n) spectra particularly,
in Ref.[10] and more recently[2, 11, 12]. Spectra have
also been analyzed using simpler versions of the present
methods for the 6Li and 6Be [13]. The objective of the
present section is to give a concrete instance of the the-
oretical description in the previous section and provide
some of the details of the analyses, including parameter
values for the Los Alamos National Laboratory spectrum
analysis code (spect[? ]), that have not been published
elsewhere. The spectrum data that has been analyzed
in this section has been obtained from accelerator and
thermonuclear reaction sources.

A. Neutron and ↵ spectra for
6He

An R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 6He system
presently includes only t+t di↵erential elastic scattering
cross sections and integrated reaction cross sections at
triton energies below 2 MeV. Only S- waves are allowed,
and the three-body (n,n,a) rmal state is approximated as
an n+SHe channel. The calculated integrated reaction
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FIG. 2. The ↵-particle spectrum (as a function of the
outgoing ↵ energy in the center of mass frame, E

cross section is in good agreement with the measurement
of Serov, 6 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
The recently updated spectrum analysis code, spect-

fit performs a least-squares fit at a given incident en-
ergy (here Et) for the quantities RL̄ of Eq. (29) permits

a single-level description of the amplitudes c(i)
�
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FIG. 3. DT fusion gamma ray spectrum as a function of incident deuteron energy, Ed, averaged over all angles. Figure 1a) on
left, shows the absolute di↵erential cross section. The large variations seen between Ed = 10 keV, 100 keV, and 1 MeV are
mainly due to the resonant nature of DT fusion cross section. Figure 1b) on the right, shows spectra normalized to unit area
to show the minor shape changes and shift in the ground-state peak energy.

deuteron energy. Note that this increase in the branching
ratio is outside the experimental uncertainty of the low-
energy measurement, 2.1± 0.4 [21], for Ed > 4.7 MeV.

The analysis Energy-Dependent Analysis (EDA) code
from which SPECT gets its resonance-parameter infor-
mation is a nuclear data evaluation code that does a
simultaneous fit of all reaction/scattering data in an R-
matrix framework [37]. The R-matrix formalism [41] pro-
vides a unified description of many reactions, ensures uni-
tarity (probability conservation), and produces a high-
fidelity chi-squared fit with covariances [42] The analysis
of reactions in the 5He system includes all available data
(cross sections and polarizations) on the 3H(d, n) and
3H(d, �) fusion reactions, as well as for d � t and n � ↵

elastic scattering. Both systematic and statistical errors
are taken into account, while (optionally) excluding data
points with chi-squared values greater than 10. Figure 4
shows the gamma ray-to-neutron ratio as a function of
incident deuteron energy with measured data [8] [20] [7]
[19] [5] [16] [15] [13] [18] [14] [17] plotted for comparison.
The gamma ray-to-neutron ratio includes both gamma
ray branching path ways (�0 and �1). Note that the
R-matrix calculation is extrapolated above 10 MeV, the
highest data point measured, and so has a higher level of
uncertainty.

III. ESTIMATED REACTION-IN-FLIGHT
SPECTRA

A 14.1 MeV DT fusion neutron has elastic scattering
cross sections of 0.92 barn for deuteron and for 0.62 for
triton. The number of energetically upscattered ’knock-
on’ deuterium and tritium particles, Q, in an 50/50 DT

FIG. 4. The DT gamma ray-to-neutron branching ratio as
a function of incident deuteron energy, Ed. Note that above
10 MeV the branching ratio is extrapolated and has a higher
level of uncertainty.

fuel mix can be estimated by: [43]

Q =
(⇢R)DT ⇤ Yn

5.4[ g
cm2 ]

(21)

where (⇢R)DT is the areal density of the DT fuel, mea-
sured with neutron time of flight diagnostics through the
downscattered neutron spectrum [44] and Yn is the total
number of DT fusions. For NIF implosions with fuel areal
densities ranging from 0.4 to 0.8 [ g

cm2 ], the knock-on deu-
terium and tritium are about 0.1 to 0.15 of the total DT
yield, spread over the birth knock-on spectra. A calcu-
lation of the birth spectra using Monte Carlo N Particle
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R-matrix formalism
Data generated, constraints & limitations
• A “Solution” generates complete 

compound system data
− T matrix ⟹ 

§ Cross sections
§ Angular distributions
§ Polarization observables
§ All observables A(z1,z2)B

− Parameter covariance matrix
− Sensitivities

• Constraints/limitations
− Need the observed data

§ Cross section, angular distributions, 
polarization information

− With good kinematical coverage; shape-
consistent with datasets from other 
experiments

− “High” energies ≥ 14.1 MeV neutrons
§ Breakup reactions

− And these are compound-system dependent
§ Large numbers of channels

uncertainties

Confidence
region

E n
 →

Channels →
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R-matrix formalism
Data generated, constraints & limitations
• A “Solution” generates complete 

compound system data
− T matrix ⟹ 

§ Cross sections
§ Angular distributions
§ Polarization observables
§ All observables A(z1,z2)B

− Parameter covariance matrix
− Sensitivities

• Constraints/limitations
− Need the observed data

§ Cross section, angular distributions, 
polarization information

− With good kinematical coverage; shape-
consistent with datasets from other 
experiments

− “High” energies ≥ 14.1 MeV neutrons
§ Breakup reactions

− And these are compound-system dependent
§ Large numbers of channels

uncertainties

Confidence
region

E n
 →

Channels →

But we need 14.1—30 MeV

neutrons!!!
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Resonant model for breakup
How we solve the high-energy problem

Objective: ・predictive model for breakup
        ・use existing R-matrix parameters

A

A

A

B

B

B

z1

z2

z2

z1

z1

z2

z

z

z
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where it is understood that, in the above expression,
i 6= j 6= k. We note that H = H0 + Vi + Vj + Vk for any
i, j, k such that i 6= j 6= k. As mentioned in the introduc-
tion [Sec.Section I], the interaction potentials are to be
replaced by the transition matrices of the two-body sub-
systems. They are introduced here, however, as a tempo-
rary device for the purpose of analyzing the structure of
the resonant-Faddeev equations. We should probably re-
iterate that the methods developed here may be applied
either in ab initio or phenomenological approaches. In
particular, given a many-body Hamiltonian, the deter-
mination of the spectral representation of its resolvent
(Green function) in the interior regions is su�cient to
determine the three-body (and higher-body) scattering
and reaction observables. We will address these points
further in Sec.IV.

Our objective is to develop an expression for the three-
body T matrix

T (3) = �⇡h�(3)|V | +

k0
i, (4)

where V is given in Eq. (2), in terms of the quasi-two-
body o↵-energy-shell amplitudes, defined as

T̃ (2)

qikik0
= �⇡h��qi

�ki |Ti| +

k0
i, (5)

where the interacting, relative state vector �±qi
of the ith

two-body subsystem is given as

|�±q i = |�qi �G±
0,i
Vi|�±q i. (6)

in terms of the exact two-body T matrices:

T̂i = Vi + ViG
+

0,i
Vi. (7)

We first consider the dynamics of the initial state, tt in
our archetypal 6He example. The Lippmann-Schwinger
equation for the exact scattering state vector | +

k0
i of the

inital state of relative momentum k0 obtains as

| +

k0
i = |�k0i+G+

i
H 0

i
| +

k0
i, (8)

where (G+

i
)�1 = E�Hi+ i✏ and we note that this equa-

tion holds for any i. The free-particle, homogeneous so-
lution �k of (Ek�Hi)�k = 0, is defined with momentum
normalization as

�k(r) =

✓
µk

(2⇡)3~2

◆1/2

eik·r. (9)

In order to make a connection between T (3) [Eq. (4)]
and the quasi-two-body amplitudes, Eq. (5), we consider
the ith partition of the exact three-body Green function:

G+

i
=

⇣
E �Hi + i✏

⌘�1

, (10)

and decompose the i-partition Hamiltonian Hi as

Hi = H0 + Vi = T (x)

i
+ T (r)

i
+ Vi ⌘ h(x)

i
+ h(r)

i
, (11)

where h(x)

i
= T (x)

i
+ Vi and h(r)

i
= T (r)

i
. The spectra of

h(x) and h(r) are completely characterized (in the energy
plane) by the bound, resonant, and continuum states of
h(x) and the free-particle continuum states of h(r). We
may then use a well known theorem[3] to produce an
expression for G+

i
in terms of the convolution of Green

functions corresponding to h(x) and h(r):

G+

i
(E) =

1

2⇡i

Z

C

dz G(x)+

i
(z)G(r)+

0,i
(E � z), (12)

where C is the curve in the complex-z (energy) plane
which runs (+1, ia) ! (�1, ia) where 0 < a < Re (E).
We may deform the contour to avoid non-analytic points
associated with the spectrum of either h(x) or h(r).
Choosing the former, we obtain

G+

i
(E) =

X

bi

|�biih�bi |G
(r)+

0,i
(E + Ebi)

+
1

2⇡i

Z

�

dz G(x)+

i
(z)G(r)+

0,i
(E � z), (13)

where the sum in the first term is over bound-state poles
bi and the second term is the continuum contribution
with the curve � taken counter-clockwise around the ori-
gin z = 0: � = (+1,+i✏) ! (0, 0) ! (+1,�i✏). The
continuum contribution may be written as an integral
“over the cut” from x = 0 ! 1 as:

1

⇡

Z 1

0

dx Im [G(x)�
i

(x)]G(r)

0,i
(E � x), (14)

where we have used the fact thatG0,i(E�x) is continuous
for E, x > 0. Recalling the momentum variables

q2
i
= 2µiEqi , k2

i
= 2µ̄i(E � Eqi), (15)

we use the residues from a spectral representation for the
Green function to write

ImG�
i
(qi) = ⇡|��qi

ih��qi
|, (16)

to obtain the expression

G+

i
(E) =

X

bi

|�biih�bi |G
(r)+

0,i
(E + Ebi)

+

Z 1

0

dEqi |��qi
ih��qi

|G(r)

0,i
(E � Eqi), (17)

which expresses the partition-i Green function G+

i
(E) in

terms of known quantities: the bound-state wave func-
tions �bi , the ingoing exact wave function ��qi

of the res-
onant state, and the free-particle Green function for the
relative motion of the third particle (coordinate ri) with
respect to the resonance (xi):

(ri|G(r)

0
(ki)|r0i) = � µ̄i

2⇡

eiki·(ri�r0i)

|ri � r0
i
| , (18)

using momentum-normalized plane waves.
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•Applications
−  3𝐻 𝑑, 𝑛𝛾 4𝐻𝑒
− 3𝐻 𝑡, 2𝑛 4𝐻𝑒
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SPECT code calculation
− Employs Faddeev-like 

resonance model
− Relativistic kinematics 

necessary for 𝛾 production
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ment (i) as:

L (�)

L̄
=

Z
E
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dEqi

���c(i)
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(Eqi)
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Z
dEki �(Eki + Eqi � E)

⇥
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ri=ai

, (29)

which defines the continuum-averaged outgoing-wave log-
arithmic derivative:

L
(�)

i
(E) =

Z
E

0

dEqi

���c(i)
�
(Eqi)

���
2

Li(E � Eqi)
���
ri=ai

, (30)

which is computationally more intensive than that re-
quired for the standard, two-body R-matrix calculations
but necessary to ensure that the constraint of three-body

unitarity is observed. The parameters of R(�,j)

L̄,s`s0`0
(E)

are determined in the standard, two-body R-matrix ap-
proach of Ref.[4], by using the stable two-body and
quasi-two-body channels. In the current example of the
3H(t, 2n)4He reaction, corresponding to the 6He system,
the stable two-body partition in our current evaluation[9]
is tt while the quasi-two-body channels are (nn)4He and
n5He. We consider the details of this evaluation in the
next section.

III. A = 6 SYSTEM

We apply a simplified approach of the methods de-
scribed in the previous section to the A = 6 isobaric
triplet 6He, 6Li, 6Be. The present results are updates of
previous evaluations that incorporate a least-squares fit
approach to the simplified version of the aforementioned
more complete theoretical approach. The 6He system
has been studied, the neutron (n) spectra particularly,
in Ref.[10] and more recently[2, 11, 12]. Spectra have
also been analyzed using simpler versions of the present
methods for the 6Li and 6Be [13]. The objective of the
present section is to give a concrete instance of the the-
oretical description in the previous section and provide
some of the details of the analyses, including parameter
values for the Los Alamos National Laboratory spectrum
analysis code (spect[? ]), that have not been published
elsewhere. The spectrum data that has been analyzed
in this section has been obtained from accelerator and
thermonuclear reaction sources.

A. Neutron and ↵ spectra for
6He

An R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 6He system
presently includes only t+t di↵erential elastic scattering
cross sections and integrated reaction cross sections at
triton energies below 2 MeV. Only S- waves are allowed,
and the three-body (n,n,a) rmal state is approximated as
an n+SHe channel. The calculated integrated reaction
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FIG. 2. The ↵-particle spectrum (as a function of the
outgoing ↵ energy in the center of mass frame, E

cross section is in good agreement with the measurement
of Serov, 6 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
The recently updated spectrum analysis code, spect-

fit performs a least-squares fit at a given incident en-
ergy (here Et) for the quantities RL̄ of Eq. (29) permits

a single-level description of the amplitudes c(i)
�
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•Applications
−  3𝐻 𝑑, 𝑛𝛾 4𝐻𝑒
− 3𝐻 𝑡, 2𝑛 4𝐻𝑒
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quired for the standard, two-body R-matrix calculations
but necessary to ensure that the constraint of three-body

unitarity is observed. The parameters of R(�,j)

L̄,s`s0`0
(E)

are determined in the standard, two-body R-matrix ap-
proach of Ref.[4], by using the stable two-body and
quasi-two-body channels. In the current example of the
3H(t, 2n)4He reaction, corresponding to the 6He system,
the stable two-body partition in our current evaluation[9]
is tt while the quasi-two-body channels are (nn)4He and
n5He. We consider the details of this evaluation in the
next section.

III. A = 6 SYSTEM

We apply a simplified approach of the methods de-
scribed in the previous section to the A = 6 isobaric
triplet 6He, 6Li, 6Be. The present results are updates of
previous evaluations that incorporate a least-squares fit
approach to the simplified version of the aforementioned
more complete theoretical approach. The 6He system
has been studied, the neutron (n) spectra particularly,
in Ref.[10] and more recently[2, 11, 12]. Spectra have
also been analyzed using simpler versions of the present
methods for the 6Li and 6Be [13]. The objective of the
present section is to give a concrete instance of the the-
oretical description in the previous section and provide
some of the details of the analyses, including parameter
values for the Los Alamos National Laboratory spectrum
analysis code (spect[? ]), that have not been published
elsewhere. The spectrum data that has been analyzed
in this section has been obtained from accelerator and
thermonuclear reaction sources.

A. Neutron and ↵ spectra for
6He

An R-matrix analysis of reactions in the 6He system
presently includes only t+t di↵erential elastic scattering
cross sections and integrated reaction cross sections at
triton energies below 2 MeV. Only S- waves are allowed,
and the three-body (n,n,a) rmal state is approximated as
an n+SHe channel. The calculated integrated reaction
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FIG. 2. The ↵-particle spectrum (as a function of the
outgoing ↵ energy in the center of mass frame, E

cross section is in good agreement with the measurement
of Serov, 6 as can be seen in Fig. 2.
The recently updated spectrum analysis code, spect-

fit performs a least-squares fit at a given incident en-
ergy (here Et) for the quantities RL̄ of Eq. (29) permits

a single-level description of the amplitudes c(i)
�
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Resonant model for breakup
How we solve the high-energy problem

Looks like a viable solution

 to the >14 MeV problem
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Projectile\Target 1H 2H 3H 3He 4He 6Li 7Li

n 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0

p 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0 VIII.0
d VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0a VIII.0 VIII.0
t VIII.0 VIII.0 2020 VIII.0 TENDL09

h(3He) VIII.0 VIII.0 VIII.0 TENDL09
↵ VIII.0 TENDL09 TENDL09

Table 3.1: Updated CP2020 NCS evaluated data entries show designations for evaluated nuclear
cross section data for scattering and reactions of neutron projectiles and CP projectiles (shown in
rows) on light-element isotopes (columns). The entries ENDF/B-VIII.0 indicate the latest, release
version of the NNDC evaluated NCS library. Local, updated versions are designated ‘2020’ and
described in the text.a) Phase space spectra added to this evaluation for CP2020.

3. 3H: The neutron-triton (n+3 H) CP2020 evaluation, taken from ENDF/B-VIII.0 (see Table
A.49), is part of the A = 4 compound system evaluation, a simultaneous analysis of 4H ⇠
n +3 H and 4Li ⇠ p +3 He, its isospin partner, which is driven by the R-matrix analysis of
the p+3He data. The (Coulomb-shifted) parameters of the 4Li fit have been used to predict
total and elastic cross sections and angular distributions of 3H(n, n)3H from En sub-thermal
to 20 MeV. The (n, 2n) threshold, En ⇡ 8.4 MeV has been taken into account approximately
in the R-matrix fit through quasi-two-body coupling to the nn+ d and nn+ d0 channels.

4. 3He† : The n +3 He ⇠4 He evaluation, last updated in 2011 April, taken from ENDF/B-
VIII.0 (see the summary in Table A.61), includes total (up to 20 MeV), elastic (to 200
keV), capture, and charged-particle production reaction data, ((n, p) to ⇠ 10 MeV and
(n, d), integrated cross section to ⇠ 10 MeV). The IAEA-Standards reaction 3He(n, p)3H,
in the energy range 0.0025 eV < En < 50 keV, with few cross section measurements, is
an infrequently used reference cross section. Significant amounts of data in the Coulomb
dominated p +3 H channel does not tightly constrain the evaluation. Future work should
propose measurements to account for this deficiency.

5. 4He: The n+4He evaluation in ENDF/B-VIII.0 (Table A.69), being a component of the 5He
compound system, which includes the important 3H(d, n)4He fusion reaction, has received
much attention over decades and is well constrained by the data. It contains neutron total
and elastic cross section and covariance information and currently goes to 20 MeV. The
CP2020 library is based upon the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evaluated data file with MF=4, MT=2
angular data migrated to MF=6 format .

6. 6Li†: New evaluation for CP2020. As previously mentioned, the n+6Li⇠7Li system R-matrix
evaluation was fairly well-developed at energies En . 4.3 MeV for the ENDF/B-VIII.0 evalu-
ated library. The evaluation work from CP2011 for 6Li(n, n0

d)4He (spectra shown in Fig. 6) is
included in the CP2020 ENDF file, unchanged; and recent refinements to the CP2020 ENDF
file are included to account for 6Li ⇤ excited state contributions have been included in the

An Equal Opportunity Employer / Managed by Triad National Security, LLC for the U.S. Department of Energy’s NNSA

11B (𝛼+7Li, 𝛼+7Li*, t+8Be, n+10B); 11C (𝛼+7Be, p+10B)
13C (n+12C, n+12C*)
14C (n+13C)
15N (p+14C, n+14N, 𝛼+11B)
16O (g+16O, 𝛼+12C)
17O (n+16O, 𝛼+13C)
18Ne (p+17F, p+17F*, 𝛼+14O)

• All compound systems A<20 (and a few above)
• Recent work:

LANL light-element program

• ~30 Compound systems
− not all shown

• ~100 Reactions
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R-matrix evaluation status
Materials of interest for fusion neutronics

• Lowest n breakup thresholds
− Target material
− Products
− Neutron threshold energy
− Maximum energy in our 

current EDA evaluations
• Negative threshold denotes 

exothermic (Q > 0) reaction
• Maximum evaluation energy 

is usually lower than the 
breakup threshold
− If not, we’ve started to push 

into the breakup region

• Much of our current effort is focused on pushing the maximum energy of the 
evaluation 𝐸!,#$%	'() to energies higher than those show here with > 14.1 MeV being 
the target.
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SBEND Collaboration (BNL/LANL/LLNL)
Priority evalations

Category Material SBEND Elements

Structural Al, steel, AM material H, C, N, O

Controlled substances Conventional explosives, 
pharmaceuticals, chemical  agents, 
SNM

H, C, N, O, F, P

Intervening (shielding) Poly, H2O, n abs, Pb, W H, Li, Be, B, C, O

Detector Org & inorg scint, semicon, housings, 
PMT

He, He, C, O

Source Detector housing, source reactions Li, Be

•Materials of interest
− First priority

§ H, C, N, O
− Follow-up

§ He, Li, Be, B

•Elemental processes of 
interest
− SBEND initial 

prioritization
§ subject to need

− DOE/SC & NNSA 
motivation

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

this proposal. The tasking described in this section is primarily organized around the generation, production
and distribution for specific evaluations with primacy on the production of the nuclear data files. Concurrent
with this production of the evaluated nuclear data files, produced in various formats of relevance to nuclear
structure, decay, and reactions, is the theoretical analysis and numerical implementation of improvements to
the code tools, some of which were described in the previous section.

In the following subsections, we will detail the proposed research, which addresses the three focus areas
(FI, FII, & FIII) described above, in terms of tasks: T1) the production of nuclear data files from new evalu-
ations; T2) theoretical analysis to ensure consistent evaluations; and T3) numerical code implementations to
improve e�ciency and automation of the evaluation pipeline in Fig. 3.

Priority evaluations DOE-SC user interest NNSA user interest
1H(n, n)1H; 1H(n, �)2H;
2H(�, n)1H

Reference/monitor cross section;
BBN

Reference/monitor for various
actinides, e.g.235U(n, f);
Non-proliferation/interrogation

6Li(d,↵)4He; 7Li(p, �/�⇤)8Be BSM physics; BBN Nuclear security
12C(n, n0

�)12C; 12C(↵, �)16O;
12C(↵,↵0

�)12C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

13C(↵, �)17O; 13C(↵, �)16O;
13C(↵,↵0

�)13C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

14N(n, n)14N; 14N(n, p)14C;
14N(n,↵)11B; 14N(n, n0

�)14N
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

15N(n, n0
�)15N;

15N(p,↵0
�)12C;

Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

16O(n,↵)13C; 16O(�⇤,↵)12C;
16O(n, n0)16O⇤;
16O(n, n0

�)16O;

Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

Table 1: Evaluations of priority for the proposed work.
T1) New evaluation work

Exploiting the long history and experience represented by the collaboration members, with our current,
stable existing code infrastructure, will allow us to make rapid progress (see the Timeline in the next section)
on providing evaluated nuclear data files. It’s perhaps important to point out that a significant number
of light-element evaluations in the current evaluated nuclear data library, ENDF/B-VIII.0[15], are based
on evaluations carried out by the members of the proposal collaboration. Extending and refining these
evaluations is a central focus of this proposed work.

The evaluations in Table 1 are encompassed by the following compound systems:

NN ⇠ (� ⌦ 2H)� (n⌦ p)� (p⌦ p)� (n⌦ n), (14)
8Be ⇠ (�/�⇤ ⌦ 8Be)� (n⌦ 7Be)� (p⌦ 7Li)� (d⌦ 6Li), (15)
13C ⇠ (� ⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 12C)� (n⌦ 12C

⇤
(Ej)� (↵⌦ 9Be)� (p⌦ 12B)� (d⌦ 11B), (16)

15N ⇠ (� ⌦ 15N)� (n⌦ 14N)� (p⌦ 14C)� (n⌦ 14N
⇤
(Ek))� (↵⌦ 11B)� (d⌦ 13C), (17)

17O ⇠ (� ⌦ 17O)� (n⌦ 16O)� (↵⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 16O
⇤
(El))� (↵⌦ 13C

⇤
(Em))

� (p⌦ 16N)� (d⌦ 15N), (18)

where we have included channels of relevance for incident neutron laboratory energies En . 15 MeV
with residuals (the heavier member of the channel). We do not explicitly indicate the channels relevant for

19
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SBEND Collaboration (BNL/LANL/LLNL)
Priority evalations

Category Material SBEND Elements

Structural Al, steel, AM material H, C, N, O

Controlled substances Conventional explosives, 
pharmaceuticals, chemical  agents, 
SNM

H, C, N, O, F, P

Intervening (shielding) Poly, H2O, n abs, Pb, W H, Li, Be, B, C, O

Detector Org & inorg scint, semicon, housings, 
PMT

He, He, C, O

Source Detector housing, source reactions Li, Be

•Materials of interest
− First priority

§ H, C, N, O
− Follow-up

§ He, Li, Be, B

•Elemental processes of 
interest
− SBEND initial 

prioritization
§ subject to need

− DOE/SC & NNSA 
motivation

Modern Structure-based Nuclear Data Evaluations for Basic Science, Nuclear Safety & Security P.I.: M. Paris

this proposal. The tasking described in this section is primarily organized around the generation, production
and distribution for specific evaluations with primacy on the production of the nuclear data files. Concurrent
with this production of the evaluated nuclear data files, produced in various formats of relevance to nuclear
structure, decay, and reactions, is the theoretical analysis and numerical implementation of improvements to
the code tools, some of which were described in the previous section.

In the following subsections, we will detail the proposed research, which addresses the three focus areas
(FI, FII, & FIII) described above, in terms of tasks: T1) the production of nuclear data files from new evalu-
ations; T2) theoretical analysis to ensure consistent evaluations; and T3) numerical code implementations to
improve e�ciency and automation of the evaluation pipeline in Fig. 3.

Priority evaluations DOE-SC user interest NNSA user interest
1H(n, n)1H; 1H(n, �)2H;
2H(�, n)1H

Reference/monitor cross section;
BBN

Reference/monitor for various
actinides, e.g.235U(n, f);
Non-proliferation/interrogation

6Li(d,↵)4He; 7Li(p, �/�⇤)8Be BSM physics; BBN Nuclear security
12C(n, n0

�)12C; 12C(↵, �)16O;
12C(↵,↵0

�)12C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

13C(↵, �)17O; 13C(↵, �)16O;
13C(↵,↵0

�)13C
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
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14N(n, n)14N; 14N(n, p)14C;
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�)14N
Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

15N(n, n0
�)15N;
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Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
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Secondary �-rays
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16O(n,↵)13C; 16O(�⇤,↵)12C;
16O(n, n0)16O⇤;
16O(n, n0

�)16O;

Stellar nucleosynthesis; nuclear
structure; Neutrino-detection
backgrounds

Secondary �-rays
non-proliferation/interrogation

Table 1: Evaluations of priority for the proposed work.
T1) New evaluation work

Exploiting the long history and experience represented by the collaboration members, with our current,
stable existing code infrastructure, will allow us to make rapid progress (see the Timeline in the next section)
on providing evaluated nuclear data files. It’s perhaps important to point out that a significant number
of light-element evaluations in the current evaluated nuclear data library, ENDF/B-VIII.0[15], are based
on evaluations carried out by the members of the proposal collaboration. Extending and refining these
evaluations is a central focus of this proposed work.

The evaluations in Table 1 are encompassed by the following compound systems:

NN ⇠ (� ⌦ 2H)� (n⌦ p)� (p⌦ p)� (n⌦ n), (14)
8Be ⇠ (�/�⇤ ⌦ 8Be)� (n⌦ 7Be)� (p⌦ 7Li)� (d⌦ 6Li), (15)
13C ⇠ (� ⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 12C)� (n⌦ 12C

⇤
(Ej)� (↵⌦ 9Be)� (p⌦ 12B)� (d⌦ 11B), (16)

15N ⇠ (� ⌦ 15N)� (n⌦ 14N)� (p⌦ 14C)� (n⌦ 14N
⇤
(Ek))� (↵⌦ 11B)� (d⌦ 13C), (17)

17O ⇠ (� ⌦ 17O)� (n⌦ 16O)� (↵⌦ 13C)� (n⌦ 16O
⇤
(El))� (↵⌦ 13C

⇤
(Em))
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where we have included channels of relevance for incident neutron laboratory energies En . 15 MeV
with residuals (the heavier member of the channel). We do not explicitly indicate the channels relevant for
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n+6Li
R-matrix evaluation update/extension
• Previous evaluation ENDF/B-VIII.0
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 4.3 MeV
− configuration: t+4He, n+6Li, 

n+6Li*(3+; 2.19 MeV), d+5He*(3/2–)
− ~3,800 data points; 𝜒&/𝑑𝑜𝑓 ≈ 1.36 
− formatting changes: MF=4→MF=6; 

MT=24→41 (n,2np)

•Updated evaluation (accepted for 
ENDF/B-VIII.1)
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 8.0 MeV
− new configuration = old config + 

inelastic: n2+6Li(0+; 3.56 MeV)
− new data covering all channels
− corrected 6Li(n,n’d)4He spectra
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n+6Li
R-matrix evaluation update/extension

8.0
8.1

8.0
8.1

*8.1 corrects 
spurious resonance

• Previous evaluation ENDF/B-VIII.0
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 4.3 MeV
− configuration: t+4He, n+6Li, 

n+6Li*(3+; 2.19 MeV), d+5He*(3/2–)
− ~3,800 data points; 𝜒&/𝑑𝑜𝑓 ≈ 1.36 
− formatting changes: MF=4→MF=6; 

MT=24→41 (n,2np)

•Updated evaluation (accepted for 
ENDF/B-VIII.1)
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 8.0 MeV
− new configuration = old config + 

inelastic: n2+6Li(0+; 3.56 MeV)
− new data covering all channels
− corrected 6Li(n,n’d)4He spectra
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n+6Li
R-matrix evaluation update/extension

li6(n,n)li6* dσ/dΩ E=    5.150 MeV
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θCM
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dσ
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Ω

calculated at E= 5.150
li6(n,n1)li6*: Batchelor, NP 47,385 (1963) 5.15 MeV

li6(n,n)li6* dσ/dΩ E=    7.500 MeV
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calculated at E= 7.500
li6(n,n1)li6*:J,NP/A,107,139,1968:J.C.Hopkins+

• Previous evaluation ENDF/B-VIII.0
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 4.3 MeV
− configuration: t+4He, n+6Li, 

n+6Li*(3+; 2.19 MeV), d+5He*(3/2–)
− ~3,800 data points; 𝜒&/𝑑𝑜𝑓 ≈ 1.36 
− formatting changes: MF=4→MF=6; 

MT=24→41 (n,2np)

•Updated evaluation (accepted for 
ENDF/B-VIII.1)
− upper energy limit 𝐸% ≤ 8.0 MeV
− new configuration = old config + 

inelastic: n2+6Li(0+; 3.56 MeV)
− new data covering all channels
− corrected 6Li(n,n’d)4He spectra
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n+9Be
R-matrix evaluation update/extension
•New evaluation highlights
− Added 9Be(n,𝛾)10Be evaluation
− (new evaluation work on (n,el), (n,inl), (n,⍺) will 

hold for ENDF/B-IX.0 when (n,2n⍺) is re-evaluated)

• [75] Conneely (1986)
• [76] Shibata (1992)
• [77] Firestone (2016)
• [78] Wallner (2019)
• [79] Marin-Lambarri (2020)

Improved perf. on FLATTOP

ENDF/B VIII.0 VIII.1

C/E 0.134 0.919
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n+16O
Evaluation adjustment for 𝟏𝟔𝑶 𝒏, 𝜶𝒊 𝟏𝟑𝑪∗

•Abbreviated history
− concern that 16𝑂 𝑛, 𝛼 13𝐶 absorption 

in ENDF/B-VIII.0 too large
− LANL/EDA R-matrix fit considers 
𝐸% ≤ 7.0 MeV

− Excited states 𝐸% > 5.6 MeV

•New data
− supports ENDF/B-VIII.0 to 7.0 MeV

§ Prusachenko et al. IPPE 2022
§ H.-Y. Lee, S. Kuvin, et al. 2023

• Implement reduction in (𝑛, 𝛼,)
− 𝑖 = 1,2,3 ↔ 𝑀𝑇 = 801,802,803
− reduced by factor of 2 to agree with 

Davis

Updated evaluation for 16
O neutron sublibrary for ENDF/B-VIII.1

Mark W. Paris

October 3, 2022

1 Introduction
Research notes on the update to the ENDF/B-VIII.1 evaluation.

1.1 Energetics
Table 1 gives the properties of (narrow) excited states of 16O and 13C; and Table 2 gives Q-values, thresholds
and excitation energies with respect to the 17O ground state of all accessible channels up to incident neutron
energy of 20 MeV on the 16O target.

AZi J⇡ Ex(16O) (MeV) Q↵ni (MeV) E↵ (MeV) Ex(17O) (MeV)
16O

0
0+ 0.0 2.215 0.0 6.3582

16O
1
0+ 6.0494 �3.835 5.015 10.1924

16O
2
3� 6.12989 �3.915 5.120 10.2727

16O
3
2+ 6.9171 �4.702 6.150 11.0601

16O
4
1� 7.11685 �4.902 6.411 11.2596

AZi J⇡ Ex(13C) (MeV) Qn↵i (MeV) En (MeV) Ex(17O) (MeV)
13C

0

1

2

�
0.0 �2.215 2.355 6.35871

13C
1

1

2

+
3.08944 �5.304 5.639 9.447

13C
2

3

2

�
3.68451 �5.899 6.271 10.041

13C
3

5

2

+
3.85381 �6.068 6.451 10.211

13C
4

5

2

+
6.864 �9.079 9.651 13.219

Table 1: Excited states of 16O and 13C, their J⇡, their excitiation energies with respect to the 16O ground
state (upper portion) and the 13C ground state (lower portion), Q values, Q↵ni = mC +m↵ �mOi �mn

and Qn↵i = mO+mn�mCi �m↵, and the incident particle lab energies. As the 16Oi (i = 1, . . . , 4) states
are populated in the (↵, ni) direction, the second-to-last column labels E↵, for the ↵ bombarding energy;
the 13C

i
are populated in the (n,↵i) direction. The final column is the excitation energy with respect to the

17O ground state, which is 5

2

+
at 16.9947453 u. 1This value di�ers from the top line of the upper portion

due to rounding error.

1
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in ENDF/B-VIII.0 too large
− LANL/EDA R-matrix fit considers 
𝐸% ≤ 7.0 MeV

− Excited states 𝐸% > 5.6 MeV

•New data
− supports ENDF/B-VIII.0 to 7.0 MeV

§ Prusachenko et al. IPPE 2022
§ H.-Y. Lee, S. Kuvin, G. Hale, MP, ...

−PRC 109, 014601 (2024)
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− reduced by factor of 2 to agree with 
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Mark W. Paris
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1 Introduction
Research notes on the update to the ENDF/B-VIII.1 evaluation.

1.1 Energetics
Table 1 gives the properties of (narrow) excited states of 16O and 13C; and Table 2 gives Q-values, thresholds
and excitation energies with respect to the 17O ground state of all accessible channels up to incident neutron
energy of 20 MeV on the 16O target.

AZi J⇡ Ex(16O) (MeV) Q↵ni (MeV) E↵ (MeV) Ex(17O) (MeV)
16O

0
0+ 0.0 2.215 0.0 6.3582

16O
1
0+ 6.0494 �3.835 5.015 10.1924

16O
2
3� 6.12989 �3.915 5.120 10.2727

16O
3
2+ 6.9171 �4.702 6.150 11.0601

16O
4
1� 7.11685 �4.902 6.411 11.2596

AZi J⇡ Ex(13C) (MeV) Qn↵i (MeV) En (MeV) Ex(17O) (MeV)
13C

0

1

2

�
0.0 �2.215 2.355 6.35871

13C
1

1

2

+
3.08944 �5.304 5.639 9.447

13C
2

3

2

�
3.68451 �5.899 6.271 10.041

13C
3

5

2

+
3.85381 �6.068 6.451 10.211

13C
4

5

2

+
6.864 �9.079 9.651 13.219

Table 1: Excited states of 16O and 13C, their J⇡, their excitiation energies with respect to the 16O ground
state (upper portion) and the 13C ground state (lower portion), Q values, Q↵ni = mC +m↵ �mOi �mn

and Qn↵i = mO+mn�mCi �m↵, and the incident particle lab energies. As the 16Oi (i = 1, . . . , 4) states
are populated in the (↵, ni) direction, the second-to-last column labels E↵, for the ↵ bombarding energy;
the 13C

i
are populated in the (n,↵i) direction. The final column is the excitation energy with respect to the

17O ground state, which is 5

2

+
at 16.9947453 u. 1This value di�ers from the top line of the upper portion

due to rounding error.
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FIG. 13. Angular distributions of 16O(n,↵0)
13C from the 2021

LENZ data are compared with Robb et al. and ENDF/B-
VIII.0 at similar neutron energies

could be made to ENDF/B-VIII.0 at energies above 6
MeV to better constrain the resonance parameters and
obtain more accurate angular distributions using avail-
able experimental data.

FIG. 14 (top) shows summed partial di↵erential cross
sections from populating the first three excited states in
13C at two di↵erent angles. The di↵erent shapes between
the two angles indicate that the angular distributions are
typically not consistent with an isotropic distribution.
In addition, the di↵erential cross section at 57� shows
better agreement with the trend of the (n,↵2) cross sec-
tion, whereas the more forward angle data are in slightly
better agreement with the trend of the (n,↵3) cross sec-
tion, indicating the potential di↵erences in their relative
contributions. The bottom panel of FIG. 14 reflects an
average of the two di↵erential cross sections, multiplied
by 4⇡. The results show good agreement in comparison
to ENDF/B-VIII.0 for which the partial cross sections
are derived from the integrated cross sections of (n,↵�1),
(n,↵�2) and (n,↵�3) by Nelson et al. [53]. For (n,↵0) at
En > 9 MeV, there is no significant di↵erence between
the di↵erent releases of ENDF so the trend that we ob-
serve is in good agreement with all of them.

FIG. 15 presents the angle integrated partial cross sec-
tions derived from the di↵erential cross sections in this

FIG. 14. (top) Partial di↵erential cross sections of 16O(n,↵1+
↵2+↵3) measured at the average angles of 15.5� and 57� in the
laboratory system. (bottom) Total cross sections populating
for the ground state and the first three excited states in 13C,
after being multiplied by 4⇡, are compared with ENDF/B-
VIII.0. The experimental data from EXFOR for (n,a0) that
defines the trend of ENDF at these energies are from Refs.
[54–59]

work, where the shapes of the angular distributions have
been constrained by the high resolution (↵,n0) angular
distributions from Walton (filled circles, up to 5.2 MeV)
[14], Prusachenko (inverted triangles, up to 7.2 MeV)
[60], and deBoer (open circles, up to 6.8 MeV) [61]. The
various ENDF evaluations, smeared using the energy res-
olution function in Fig 10 were compared with the par-
tial cross section data. We find that the overall scale
of our data is in better agreement with ENDF/B-VIII.0
than ENDF/B-VII.1 below 5.5 MeV, however, the re-
sults are also in good agreement with that of the original
ENDF/B-VI.0 for which the inverse (↵,n0) cross section
in JENDL/AN-2005 [62] was derived.

IV. SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

This work presents the direct measurement of di↵er-
ential cross sections from the 16O(n,↵) reaction over a
broad range of incident neutron energy from 3.8 MeV to
15 MeV at multiple angles, using solid oxygen targets and
the LENZ instrument. Experiments performed in 2016
and 2017 were used to validate the development of the
MCNP and GEANT4 simulations of LENZ and the new
postprocessing tool for the Forward Propagation Analy-
sis using di↵erent evaluation libraries. The 2021 LENZ
data demonstrated drastic improvement on reducing sys-


